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PUBLICATIONS
I. General
Periodicals and newspapers in East Asian languages in the Fung Ping Shan Library of the
University of Hong Kong. Hong Kong: The Library, 1992. 546 pages, 29 cm.
Paperback. $45.00 including postage.
This computer-produced catalog is updated from the 1990 version reported in no. 90
(June 1990) of this Bulletin. The present volume lists 7,178 titles (6,531 Chinese, 581
Japanese, and 64 Korean) in class number order, with indexes in stroke count and
piny in.
(C.F.Lee)
II. China
"Agricultural libraries and information centres in China: co-operation, resource sharing and
networking." Zhang, Q. City University (London) [England] Ph.D. 1990.
This research is aimed towards the design and planning of an agricultural library and
information network in China. Systems approach is applied to the construction of
descriptive, mathematical, and hybrid (logical) models in the design phase of the
system development cycle.
Four major conventional network functions are chosen as core functions to be
designed in detail. A number of procedures and issues are identified for both overall
network and individual function design. The embodiment of the design is based on
the particular context to which it relates. The results of the design are presented by
either descriptive or mathematical or hybrid (logical) models, decided by the
categories of issues (quantitative or qualitative or hybrid). The impacts of new
technologies are explored and three alternative programs, dependent on the
technologies to be applied, are defined.
The cost-effectiveness-benefits of the services as overall criteria, and analytical
hierarchy process as a processing tool, help determine 1) which program will be run,
computerized or non-computerized (by cost-benefit analysis); and 2) for a particular
program, the resource allocations (mainly budgets) among co-operative activities and
the resource allocations within the activity, i.e., two-level allocations.
Zhejiang province, one of twenty-nine provinces in the country, is taken as an
example of regional (provincial) network model. Twenty-eight nodes from five
sectors and three levels, plus more potential nodes, will be configured hierarchically
within the respective sectors and, in decentralized mode among sectors, in terms of
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network management. But, in terms of information flow and transaction, the
configuration will be a mixed one.
The purposes of data collection are identified at four stages of network planning, i.e.,
investigation of situation, theory-testing, explanation of model, and prediction. A
number of investigations were made to fulfil the objectives of data collection. The
descriptions of those investigations are given and the results discussed. The barriers
to data collection confronted in Chinese circumstances are presented. Statistical
analyses are carried out for certain types of data, 1) to seek the conformity with the
empirical assumptions, 2) to help set objective measures, 3) to estimate parameters
and co-efficiency, and 4) to derive some mean, average, and unit values.
The research has focussed on the organizational aspects of networking. However the
macro-consideration of technology is inevitable since it is a time of technological
change. The latter stages of mathematical modelling, i.e., optimization, prediction,
and validation are left until more numerical data become available. Nevertheless,
it is possible for the author to make recommendations about the development of
agricultural library and information networks in China.
(ASLIB: Index to theses with abstracts accepted for higher degrees by the universities of
Great Britain and Ireland ... 40, part 3 (1991): 1049-1050; sent in by Frank Joseph
Shulman.)

"The Historical Geography of Book Markets in China: a Case Study of Liulichang." By
Francis Lok-Wing Yee. M.A. Thesis, University of British Columbia, 1983. Three
microfiches (248 frames). ISBN: 0-315-27982-6.
Copies are available through the Canadian Theses on Microfiche Service, National
Library of Canada, Ottawa K1A 0N4. Available only in microfiche format.
(Frank Joseph Shulman)

"Communication in superconductivity research: a study of scientific discoveries with
particular reference to a developing country." By Heting Chu. Ph.D. Dissertation,
Drexel University, 1991. 216 pages. Order Number DA9213863.
The main objective of the present research is to study the communication dimensions
of China's contribution to the discovery of high-Tc superconductors. Chinese
researchers of the field were compared with non-Chinese superconductivity scientists
from developed countries to reveal similarities and differences in the formal as well
as the informal domains of scholarly communication.
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Two hundred forty documents highly cited in a manually-created Chinese data base
and in Science citation index for the period of 1987-89 were examined to delineate
the formal structure of communication in the area. Data obtained through a letter
poll over the 143 researchers who wrote the cited "cores" were used to describe the
informal aspects of communication among themselves.
Noteworthy similarities, e.g., similar cited cores, identical publication sources, and
comparable intellectual structures of cocitation data were found in formal communi
cation between Chinese and non-Chinese scientists. Nevertheless, differences were
also located in regard to citedness, timeliness, and direction of communication. In
the informal realm of communication, Chinese researchers were less visible than
their counterparts. While non-Chinese researchers performed both parts equally,
Chinese scientists functioned more often as information receivers than as information
disseminators in informal communication. The informal interaction between Chinese
and non-Chinese researchers was at best moderate. The mapping of the informal
communication activities among the superconductivity researchers shows that all
Chinese scientists except Zhongxian Zhao, a special liaison between the two groups
of scientists, clustered away from their non-Chinese colleagues.
The findings of this communication study reflect the role Chinese scientists played
in the discovery of high-Tc superconductors. Chinese researchers overall did better
in the formal domain that in the informal realm of scientific communication.
Informal communication with scientists from advanced nations appears to be a very
weak element in China's endeavors of searching for high-Tc superconductors.
(Dissertation abstracts international 52, no. 12 (June 1992): 4126-A; sent in by Frank
Joseph Shulman.)

£$3fe^ :

Ifc/Vf %k$L%
Chung-kuo t'u shu wen shih lun chi vp i§) ^ - f
(Collected essays on Chinese bibliography, history, ana literature: a festschrift
in honor of the eightieth birthday of Professor Tsuen-hsuin Tsien). Tai-pei: Cheng
chung shu chii, 1991. 374 pp., illus. NT$390.00. ISBN: 957-09-0554-9. Beijing:
Hsien tai Publishing Company, 1992.
This volume consists of two parts: Part I includes sixteen articles on printing,
papermaking, and bibliography and Part II, fifteen articles on archaeology, history,
and literature, with an appendix of a biography and bibliography of T. H. Tsien.
Parts of the papers on printing were presented at the eighth International Conference
on the History of Chinese Science and Technology held in San Diego in August 1988.
(Tai-loi Ma)
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Chung-kuo shu chi, chih mo chi yin shua shih lun wen
^ o j t t f • ^ Tsuen-hsuin Tsien. Hong Kong: Chung wen ta hsueh ch'u pan she,
1992? ISBN: 962-201-425-9. viii, 326 pp. US$18.00
This work brings together sixteen essays by the author dealing with his thirty-year
long study of the history and development of books and writing, paper, ink, and
printing in China. The articles range in date from the 1950s to 1989 and includes
Professor Tsien's Chinese writings as well as translations into Chinese of his articles
in English. The volume is replete with interesting illustrations and each article ends
with a bibliography.
The appendices contain Professor Tsien's prefaces to larger works by himself and his
colleagues, reviews of his work by others, and a bibliography of the history of
Chinese printing that contains about 500 citations.
This book assembles previously scattered works that reveal Professor Tsien's breadth
of scholarship. Therein lies much of its value.
(Edward Martinique)

Proceedings of the International Conference on New Frontiers in Library and Information
Services = T'u shu kuan yu tzu hsun wu hsin ching chieh kuo chi yen fao hui lun wen
chi j f l - f f i J & t J f & M . f a ^ ^ f ^ ^ M & & * & J C * l
• Taipei: National Central
Library, cl992. 2 vols.
r

This conference, held in Taipei, Taiwan from May 8 to 12, 1991, was attended by
several members, past and present, of the Committee on East Asian Libraries who
presented papers which appear in this publication. Some of these members include
Paul W. T. Poon (Hong Kong), Tzu-chung Li (Republic of China), Chung-k'ai Huang
(SUNY, Buffalo), Chik-fong Lee and Lai-bing Kan (Hong Kong), Hwa-wei Lee
(Ohio University), Karen Smith-Yoshimura (Research Libraries Group), Andrew H.
Wang (Online Computer Library Center), Margaret C. Fung (Republic of China),
Tao-tai Hsia (Library of Congress), Min-chih Chou (University of Washington), Tailoi Ma (University of Chicago), and Frank Joseph Shulman (University of Maryland).
More than 180 library and information scholars and experts from sixteen countries
attended.
The themes taken up at the conference were recent library developments worldwide,
advanced information technology and systems, new information media and services,
new perspectives in library and information education, and the utilization of libraries
and resources in the field of Chinese studies.
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Copies can be obtained by writing to Chi-chun Tseng, Director, National Central
Library, 20, Chungshan South Road, Taipei, Taiwan, Republic of China.
(Prepared from materials sent in by Frank Joseph Shulman.)

Directory of British Organizations With a China Interest. 2d Edition. London: Great
Britain-China Centre, 1992. 134 p. (looseleaf) £12 (£2.50 surface mail; £7.00
airmail)
A directory of organizations in all areas - arts, education, business, trade, publishing,
government, etc. — relating to China in Great Britain. Each entry includes address,
telephone and fax numbers, and a description of the organization and its activities.
The section on media includes magazines and newspapers covering China published
in Britain, while the section on museums, which is arranged by location, describes
Chinese collections within larger museums. Now in its second edition, this work has
been very carefully compiled.
(Maureen H. Donovan)
Impressions de Chine. By Monique Cohen and Nathalie Monnet. Paris: Bibliotheque
Nationale, 1992. 176 p. ISBN 2-7177-1867-2 FF250.
This beautiful book is the catalog of an exhibit being held in Paris at the Galerie
Colbert of the Bibliotheque Nationale from September 8 until December 6, 1992.
Monique Cohen (Conservateur en Chef a la division orientale du departement des
Manuscrits) and Nathalie Monnet ( Conservateur a la division orientale du
departement des Manuscrits) have done superb work in selecting, organizing, and
presenting over one hundred items for exhibit, and in writing and compiling this
catalog. Every work exhibited has been photographed for the catalog, in color if
appropriate. The illustrations are clear and large, so that it is possible for someone
who could not see the exhibit to get a sense of how wonderful it was. Of course, the
large world maps of Ferdinand Verbiest, S.J., printed in Beijing in 1674, do not come
across with any of the grandeur that confronted the viewer entering the second hall
of the exhibit. Overall, however, the book does an excellent job of presenting the
physical objects. (Printing costs were underwritten with a grant from the Chiang
Ching-kuo Foundation for International Scholarly Exchange.)
A work of high scholarly standards, the catalog includes notes on the provenance of
each item and bibliographic references to about 100 publications and catalogs which
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are listed in the appendix. The text is beautifully written and conveys much of the
enthusiasm and devotion of the two authors for the subject and for the extraordinary
collection which is under their care. I was privileged to receive a guided tour of the
exhibit given by these two scholars and to experience first hand their passion for their
work and the depth of their knowledge and experience which have made this such
a successful undertaking.
The catalog follows the organization of the exhibit into six sections: Technical
Processes and Forms of the Book, From Image to Text, Illustrated Books,
Sino-European Printing, Imperial Presses, and Color Printing. In each category
outstanding examples have been chosen, chiefly from the Bibliotheque Nationale's
own collections. Some items are well-known and are held in many Chinese rare
books collections around the world, while others are unique. Many of the latter
come from the Pelliot collection of the Bibliotheque Nationale, such as Item No. 1
which is the oldest dated example of Chinese printing, a rubbing made in 653 from
a stele engraved with the original calligraphy of Tang Taizong of a poem he wrote
in 648, the year before he died. Entering the exhibit and seeing immediately this
very special piece — for neither the stele nor the poem have survived anywhere
except in this rubbing — quickly lets one know that this exhibit is going to be full of
wonderful surprises. Also in the first section — but this time from the Pelliot
collections at the Musee Guimet — is a simple bamboo wrapper for a scroll.
Composed of bamboo strips woven together with silk, this rare item has title and
volume information woven into the design.
As could be expected, the examples of Buddhist printing in the Pelliot collection,
including Chinese printings of Tibetan, Sanskrit and Xixia texts, are notable.
Comprising much of the section entitled, "From Image to Text," they include both
crude, pietistic stampings of Buddhist images and elegant, carefully carved works of
great beauty and delicacy. The secular illustrated books include works of medicine,
science, geography, agriculture as well as many famous works of fiction. These
illustrated works reached the Bibliotheque Nationale from various private and
national collections, beginning with the first Chinese accessions for the library in 1668
during the reign of Louis XIV.
The Sino-European Printing category includes fine examples of the Jesuit presses in
China: dictionaries, translated/romanized works, scientific works, astronomical
charts, and the large maps of Verbiest. Especially interesting was the juxtaposition
of a European work known to have been brought to China before 1605 with two
Chinese works (dated 1624 and 1637) showing on the one hand an attempt to
incorporate elements from the European pictures into typical Chinese compositions
and on the other to copy the illustrations as faithfully as possible.
The Bibliotheque Nationale's extensive holdings of the famous editions of the
imperial presses of the Ming and Qing dynasties are well represented in the exhibit.
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A splendid imperial edition of a sutra printed in gold and silver on blue paper was
effectively displayed with a small flashlight to aid in viewing. The photograph of this
work in the catalog amazingly captures the image despite the low contrast between
the deep indigo of the paper and the dark, tarnished silver of the illustration.
The specimens of color printing exhibited are especially remarkable. I was impressed
by the 1685 edition of an imperial collection of prose writings with annotations in
three colors presented by Kangxi to Louis XIV in 1700 (yellow for commentary by
the reigning emperor, red for his contemporaries, and blue for writers of past
dynasties). Also very special were the Suzhou prints of about 1680 collected by
Engelbert Kaempfer in Deshima from Chinese traders, the brilliant colors of which
include the lovely famille rose shade as well as some extraordinary blues and greens
— none of which really come through despite the high quality of the reproductions
in the catalog. For, despite the beauty of this book, you really had to see this exhibit
to get its full impact. I feel very fortunate to have been able to do that.
(Maureen H. Donovan)
China and the Jews: a sampling of Harvard Library resources for the study of Jewish life
in China and Chinese-Jewish relations: exhibition, 16 August - 24 September 1992,
Widener Library, Harvard University. Exhibition and catalog prepared by Irene
Eber. Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press; a publication of The Max and
Irene Engel Levy Judaica Book Fund, 1992. 52 pages. Illustrated.
The catalog describes the works presented at this exhibition with brief bibliographical
descriptions and reproductions of some title pages. It covers the history of Jewish
involvement and settlement in China from the Tang dynasty to the post-World War
Two period, describing the adjustment of Jewish families to Chinese society while
retaining their religious identity, the enterprise of Jewish families during the early
period of western encroachment upon China, the influx of Russian Jews into China
during and following the Russian Revolution, and the situation in Shanghai, Harbin,
and Tianjin during World War Two and its aftermath. The exhibit reveals the wealth
of Harvard University Library and the Harvard-Yenching Library in their holdings
of important materials in this growing field of research.
(Edward Martinique, from materials sent in by Frank Joseph Shulman.)

Japanese scholars of China: a bibliographical handbook. Compiled by John Timothy Wixted.
Lewiston, NY: The Edwin Mellen Press, 1992. 517 pages. US$99.95. (Special offer
to individuals only: 50 percent off the price when ordered with Visa or Mastercard
by phone only. US or Canada: 1-716-754-2788; United Kingdom: (0570)423-356.)
Professor Wixted, who teaches Chinese and Japanese language and literature at
Arizona State University, offers this important volume that contains a wealth of
bibliographical and biographical information about more than 1,500 twentieth-century
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Japanese scholars of China. Their scholarship is of great importance for every field
of Chinese studies. The book presents accurate readings of scholars' names and brief
descriptions of their areas of specialization. Besides providing hundreds of Japaneselanguage books and articles about them, including festschriften dedicated to them, the
book also pays special attention to English- and other western-language material like
book-length translations, book reviews, and summaries.
There are several indexes in the book: scholars' surnames by Chinese reading,
scholars listed by field of study, scholars' western-language books, and names of nonJapanese cited in the work. Other indexes supply Chinese characters for journal
titles, publishers, places of publication, and phrases cited.
The scholars included in the Handbook are of importance to the study of Japan,
Korea, and other parts of Asia, so the volume is of benefit to students of these areas
as well.
(Adapted from a brochure from The Edward Mellen Press.)
Japan
Japanese studies: papers presented at a colloquium at the School of Oriental and African
Studies, University of London, 14-16 September 1988. Edited by Yu-Ying Brown.
London: British Library, 1990. 398 pages. (British Library occasional papers ; 11).
£35.00. ISBN: 0 7123 0178 X.
At this colloquium librarians, curators, bibliographers, academics, information
scientists, and others met to hear papers and exchange views on a wide range of
subjects. Western Europe and Japan were particularly well represented, but there
were also participants from the USA, Eastern Europe, and Australia. Each day of
the colloquium was devoted to a session, a tripartite division reproduced in the
arrangement of the book.
The first section, "Overview of resources for Japanese studies", contains fifteen papers
on library collections and services and on the study and teaching of Japan-related
subjects in academic institutions. The majority of the papers are concerned with the
British scene, but aspects of Japanese studies in Australia, Bulgaria, Germany,
Hawaii, and Sweden, as well as in Japan itself, are also covered. Archivists and
historians will be interested in Dr. Paul van der Velde's review of research carried
out on the archives of the Dutch East India Company's factory at Nagasaki.
In the second section, "Printing, publishing and the art of the Japanese book", the
emphasis is historical. Twelve papers discuss Japanese antiquarian bibliography and
book illustration and topics from the history of publishing in Japan: for example,
Professor Haruhiko Asakura on "The origins of newspapers and magazines in the
Bakamatsu and Meiji periods" and Professor Mitsunaga Yayoshi on "Relations
between publishers and men of letters in the Tokugawa period".
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The final section is entitled "Automation and cooperation". The nine papers cover
cataloging networks, data bases, electronic publishing, and the problems of
standardizing character sets in Japanese and East Asian computing; two major
exercises in cooperation, the Meiji imprints microform project and the union catalog
project of the Japan Library Group, are described. An overview of Japanese
government publishing is also included here.
The book is well illustrated, in black and white; the editor has chosen examples from
the British Library's collections to add to those supplied for reproduction by the
contributors.
(British Library OIOC newsletter, no. 47 (Winter/Spring 1991/2): 21-22.)

500 fun facts about Japan. Uplang, PA: DIANE Publishing, 1992. 125 pages. US$9.95,
plus $2.50 postage and handling.
The Japanese are the most fascinating people in the world. Now you can learn
hundreds of entertaining facts about their daily lives, their culture, and their history,
which has spanned nearly two thousand years. 500 fun facts about Japan is a 125page spiralbound handbook scheduled for publication in the fall of 1992.
The new compilation will cover all aspects of life in Japan — from food, religion,
politics, the arts and business to military battles, science and technology. Each of the
five hundred brief entries is categorized by subject so that all information can be
found easily.
500fun facts about Japan is available from DIANE Publishing Company, 600 Upland
Avenue, Upland, PA 19015. Checks, money orders, and the American Express Card
are honored. Institutional purchase orders are welcome. To place an order call 215499-7415 (fax: 215-499-7429). For orders outside the United States, the cost is
US$14.95 which includes airmail postage and handling.
(Adapted from a flier from DIANE Publishing Company.)

Japanese Government Documents and Censored Publications: A Checklist of the Microfilm
Collection. Compiled by Yoshiko Yoshimura. Washington: Library of Congress,
1992. 531 p.
This detailed checklist of the contents of 226 reels of microfilm of Japanese archival
documents in the collections of the Library of Congress was compiled by Yoshiko
Yoshimura of LC's Japanese Section. As a result, access to these important research
materials, whose value has already been recognized by many scholars, is greatly
improved. Extensive name, subject, and title indexes to the individual items make
it very easy to locate documents which might be of interest for a particular research
project.
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The documents included in the microfilms selected for this checklist include two
major categories of items: 1) Japanese government documents and 2) censored and
censorship-related materials. A substantial portion of the first category are Thought
Control Police intelligence reports on left- and right-wing groups and individuals of
the pre-1946 period. A few postwar documents and records related to military
activities during World War II which were compiled in the 1945-1954 period are also
included. The censored publications include some 930 prohibited books and
pamphlets in 1,065 volumes from the period 1923 to 1945 which were in the
collections of the Ministry of Home Affairs (Naimusho). The microfilms listed in
the checklist are available for purchase or loan from the Library of Congress.
(Maureen H. Donovan)

IV. Korea

"Planning for dissemination of scientific and technical information in information centers in
the Republic of Korea: a suggested model." Mee Jean Kim. Ph.D., Texas Woman's
University, 1990. 188 pp. Available from University Microfilms International, Order
Number DA9119232.
An efficient information system for the utilization of national and international
information is prerequisite for the growth of a national economy. In the case of
Korea, problems and difficulties exist in scientific and technical information systems.
Information center in Korea do not have effective information systems, and
cooperation among special libraries does not exist, even though the libraries do not
have enough resources. The purposes of the study were to identify and describe the
present status of scientific and technical information networks in Korea and to make
recommendations for a model information network.
The population surveyed consisted of thirty-four information centers (ten govern
ment-supported and twenty-four industry-supported) belonging to research and
development institutes in the areas of science and technology. From the twenty-four
responses received, six experts were selected to further participate in interviews which
focused on gathering information, suggestions, and advice that might be useful in
planning a model information center for Korea. Recommendations for change within
the information center community and for a model for a scientific and technical
information network for Korea were made based on questionnaire responses and
interview results.
All of the information centers in this study participated in resource sharing networks
in a very limited way. Despite this lack of resource sharing, several of them are
involved in interlibrary loan service, photocopy services, and construction of union
catalogs/lists. Twenty information centers currently participate in one or more types
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of information networks on the national or international level. The most serious
difficulties or barriers in operating ongoing or new cooperative/system activities were
"a lack of standardization," followed by "a lack of information technology." The most
highly necessary functions or requirements for a model information network for
Korea expressed by respondents were "developing a national policy for science and
technology information," "constructing national material data bases," and "developing
and updating information retrieval languages." Therefore, the functions or
requirements associated with information storage and retrieval systems should have
high priority in a model information network. The findings also indicate that
information centers in Korea have sufficient capabilities to improve the present status
of information networks in terms of funding, personnel, information technology,
information infrastructure, and support from the parent institutions.
The major recommendation for the model information network was the development
of science and technology information policy that supports and is consistent with the
science and technology policy. A second recommendation was the standardization
among information systems in order to facilitate intersystem communication. A third
recommendation was greater cooperation, such as coordinated acquisition and
cataloging activities.
(Dissertation abstracts international 52, no. 2 (August 1991): 327-A; sent in by Frank
Joseph Shulman.)
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